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Press release for the PHASA LETTER where you mainly have hunting	

clients 
 
 

Hunting to preserve nature? A modern 21st Century approach 
 

As a hunter, do you also dream of a world in which hunting and nature conservation reach out and work 

together sustainably? 

 

The website Jagdvergleich which means hunting comparison in german offers hunters to book a hunt in 

Southern Africa quickly and efficiently online, while transparent and active various conservation projects are 

directly funded by the proceeds of the hunt. 

 

Jagdvergleich provides the foreign hunters with a powerful website to help them find the best quality and value 

for money hunt in the overmarketed internet jungle of hunting offers. 

 

Jagdvergleich is aware that all hunters and nature lovers will only use the website if all parties involved are 

offered significant added value. The hunter receives a website with which he can book a hunt with respected 

PHASA Members. He also has the peace of mind that he hunts with a member of a recognised hunting 

organisation.  

 

Jagdvergleich takes the hunter through the booking process in three small steps and helps him to upload all legal 

documents, quickly and efficiently. Everything is handled online and thus the usual time-consuming planning 

correspondence is reduced to a minimum. 

 

The Jagdvergleich team, is always in close contact with each hunting outfitter and thus can clarify any ambiguity 

immediately. 

 

With this initiative Jagdvergleich wants to unite all hunters worldwide and prove to the critics that it is possible 

to save other species and also the species itself from extinction by the controlled and sustainable hunting. 

 

Visit the website at www.jagdvergleich.com and join us.
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Press release for the PHASA Newsletter where you mainly have hunting	

outfitters 
 

 

Hunting to preserve nature? A modern 21st Century approach 

 
As a hunter, do you also dream of a world in which hunting and nature conservation reach out and work 

together sustainably? 

 

The website Jagdvergleich which means hunting comparison in german offers hunters to book a hunt in 

Southern Africa quickly and efficiently online, while transparent and active various conservation projects are 

directly funded by the proceeds of the hunt. 

 

Jagdvergleich provides the foreign hunters with a powerful website to help them find the best quality and value 

for money hunt in the overmarketed internet jungle of hunting offers. 

 

Outfitters can now have complete control over their booked hunts as well as booked and planned future hunts. 

This product is a free marketing and booking tool for the conscious hunting outfitter.  

 

Outfitters can create multiple hunting areas and manage them themselves. Every different hunting area can even 

have a different price structure. Thanks to intelligent software, all documents uploaded by the hunter can easily 

be archived and accessed whenever the need arises. A message system ensures direct contact with all hunting 

clients.  

 

Jagdvergleich shows transparency from the beginning. Prices quoted, including commission and nature 

conservation contributions are calculated from the very first entry. Transfers to the outfitters are guaranteed at 

fixed intervals. The personal interface is beautifully designed, intuitive and easy to use. 

 

With this initiative Jagdvergleich wants to unite all hunters worldwide and prove to the critics that it is possible 

to save other species and also the species itself from extinction by the controlled and sustainable hunting. 

 

Visit the website at www.jagdvergleich.com and join us. 

 


